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KPLC, the interfacing of HPLC and mass spectrometry wiII continue to+&i&&o&~~ 
developed and will undoubtedly become as wideIy.used as gas chromatography_ 
spectrometry in the future. A final chapter (Becker) tabulates the specifications of 
commercial liquid chromatographs and detectors. Readersin Britain q b&$r&i&:~ 
to note the omission of any reference to the,weli known range of photometers market&$ 
by Cecil Instruments of Cambridge and the reviewer’ waS:1~s&I&sGI~tb‘:note:thZ!~ 
omission of any reference to- the interferometric. refract& index detector .<*e. by, 
Optilab Sweden. These are minor matters except to the ~~panies e&~ti_@,izp. az~: 
excellent book which will be most valuable to liquid c~o~~~phers.worfd.~de;l 
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Book Review 

Basic liquid chromatograihy, by E. L. Johnson and R, Stevens&; %ri& P&A&,.- 
Calif., 1978, XI + 354 pp., pr+e US% 9.75 (soft cover), VS$ I2.75 ~$G&ji 
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In writing the Forword to this book Professor H.-M; McN&ir express& .the- 
opinion that, for the begin&r; this is the best textbook covering~the suhje&‘of%igh~ 
performance liquid chromatography today. Indeed, ,despite the ~severa% publie$ions~ 
which have appeared .during the last 2-3 ye&s, ‘there is much in- &is- f;ookto~su~ 
stantiate this opinion. In fact, this book is a major revision of a very ~popuh&dition 
first published in’ 1971; the most significant changes arise from the -&ph@ement. -of 
peUicdar packings with microparticulates and thepresent~d~~use~~~h~~~y~ 
bonded phases. 
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The chapter headings follow the now familiar pat&n of mi introd&tion~; 
theory, the four ma in separation modes, sp&i&l techniques, e-g;, solvent Or; G&%u’ 
programming and derivatisation, qualitative. and quantitative &&i&~&&&t!n~ 
and its maintenance. The authors have laid the. emphasis ‘on technique. and. tl$ 
practical application of theory rather than theory itself. Perhaps this is just “we% 
since many of the few misprints seem to have been c&centr&ed~ixW the @&ptg on- 
column theory. For example, equation 2.3 for measuring cohunn ef&iency iti. wrong 
whilst the use of small and capital letters-seem t6 he interchan&d.indis&iminate~y~ 
This reaches a climax in the plate height equation 2~I4%wheti‘V~zuid V&5 hoth’uss~tii’ 
denote the mobile phase velocity. Else&here in the chapt&,‘~~,sys&o@e& voh.u&&~.-” 

As a whole, the style is comfortably readable and‘the’bo‘ok i&ue@ &id%& 
oith many cross-references %nd clear diagrams. Like its pred&or;it .should_&veT 
t -, be a popular introduction for the -novice to high-Iieiforma&e liquid. &o&r@ 
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